
Privateer: validation of carbohydrate 
structures



Carbohydrates

Biological molecules composed of Carbon, 
Oxygen and Hydrogen atoms

Can be found covalently linked to protein, but 
they are not encoded in genome!

They are added/removed by enzymes

Nearly always found in cyclic form



Carbohydrates

Stereochemistry defines the sugar

Clear conformational preferences

Only one “rotamer” 99.9% of the time

Transitions usually due to external factors 
(e.g. in enzyme’s active site) 



Stereochemistry

Same chemical 
formula!
C6 H12 O6

alpha-d-mannose
‘MAN’ in the PDB beta-d-mannose

‘BMA’ in the PDB

Anomeric carbon



Stereochemistry

beta-d-glucose
‘BGC’ in the PDB

beta-d-mannose
‘BMA’ in the PDB

Same chemical 
formula!
C6 H12 O6



Conformations

Wavy lines = atoms are roughly coplanar



beta-D-mannopyranose beta-D-glucopyranose alpha-L-fucopyranose

Ardevol et al., JACS 132 (2010)
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Conformations



In context

Covalently linked to protein

N-glycans: GlcNac linked to Nitrogen in ASN

O-glycans: GalNac, Fucose, Glucose, Mannose or 
GlcNac. Linked to Oxygen in SER or THR

As ligands

Bound to proteins by stacking interactions and/or H-
bonds



N- and O-glycans



N- and O-glycans

Figure made with GlycanBuilder



CCP4mg’s Glycoblocks view
McNicholas and Agirre, in 
preparation

PDB 4CUO



CCP4mg’s Glycoblocks view
McNicholas and Agirre, in preparation

PDB 3SGK



N- and O-glycans

Glycans provide important contacts (H-
bonds, stacking interactions) that are key 
to the stability of glycoproteins, including 
antibodies

Therefore, the specificity of their 3D 
structure is critical. Incorrect glycans 
usually means incorrect folding!



3-D structures of two heavily N-glycosylated Aspergillus sp. Family GH3 β-glucosidases. Agirre, Ariza, 
Offen, Turkenburg, Roberts, McNicholas, Harris, McBrayer, Dohnalek, Cowtan, Davies and Wilson, in 
press 



Stacking interactions can favour other 
link conformations!



Wrong conformation

PDB 4IIG, BMA in 2H1

Q = 0.413, RSCC = 0.87



Wrong conformation

PDB 4IIG, BMA in 4C1

Q = 0.558, RSCC = 0.88



Ligand sugars

Typically bound via CH-
Pi stacking interactions

Carbohydrate-aromatic interactions in proteins. 
Hudson, Bartlett, Diehl, Agirre, Gallagher, Kiessling, Woolfson. Journal 
of the American Chemical Society, in press.

TRP accounts for 
~60% of them



Easy! 1KWF, clearest boat 
in the whole PDB



Low resolution
Harder, prone to 
errors like this

Easy!



It is in a higher-
energy 
conformation

It shouldn’t be

Easy!

active site
miles away



Easy!



A practical application

Say we want to build software for detecting 
and modelling sugar moieties in electron 
density maps

Method: matching a fingerprint across the 
map

Fingerprint: a synthesis of superposed 
sugar moieties and their environment



“About 30% of all carbohydrate 
containing PDB entries comprise one or 

several errors”
Lütteke et al, Carb Res 339(5) 2004

GLC
(alpha anomer)

BGC
(beta anomer)



Initial attempt
all GlcNac’s in one glycoprotein



Cremer-Pople analysis

 � and Φ tell us which atoms move away from the mean 
plane, thus describing the conformation

Q tells us how much:

Z1

Z4 Z0Z5

Z3 Z2 “total puckering 
amplitude”

Cremer and Pople, JACS 97(6) (1975)



Cremer-Pople analysis

Pyranoses
(Q,Φ ),�

Agirre and Cowtan, Computational Crystallography Newsletter Jan:10-12 (2015)



Cremer-Pople analysis

Furanoses
(Q,Φ)

Agirre and Cowtan, Computational Crystallography Newsletter Jan:10-12 (2015)



To make your life easier - and ours too 
- we have developed a software tool 
for carbohydrate structure validation 
called Privateer



Initial attempt
all GlcNac’s in one glycoprotein



Initial attempt
all GlcNac’s in one glycoprotein

Privateer has filtered 
out the wrong 
structures



Have we chosen the worst 
structure in the whole PDB?

Let’s use Privateer on all N-
glycan sugars in the 
databank…



Nope

Agirre, Davies, Wilson and Cowtan, Nature Chemical Biology 11:303 (2015)



We can now use Privateer to 
detect and prevent these and 
other anomalies



Agirre, Iglesias-Fernandez, Rovira, Davies, Wilson and Cowtan, Nature 
Structural and Molecular Biology, 22(11): 1-2 (2015)

Built O
K!

but…

Built 

wrong

β lin
k?

It’s α!

omit mFo-DFc maps contoured at 4σ



Geometric restraints

With weak/incomplete density, conformation 
should be imposed

L(p)=wLX(p)+LG(p)

bond
lengths bond

angles

harmonic
torsions

NCS, etc
?

?

Eclipsed substituents Staggered substituents



Eclipsed VS staggered

❌

❌ ❌



Monoperiodic torsions

Dictionaries contain idealised coordinates

These show the minimal energy conformer

We can derive monoperiodic torsions from that

That’s what Privateer does from CCP4 7.0

Uses Eugene Krissinel’s CCP4srs & MMDB



How to validate and correct 
structures with Privateer, 
Coot and Refmac5











Things can go very wrong if 
you don’t know your 
chemistry!







Conclusions

Higher-energy conformations should be backed by clear 
density, otherwise treated as outliers

With weak density, refinement software may distort 
sugars. Tighter geometry should keep them in place

The already distorted ones may not refine to chairs 
without torsion restraints

Linkages are not implied. Have a care how you link your 
sugars!



Motivation revisited

We want to build software for detecting and 
modelling sugar moieties in electron 
density maps

Method: matching a fingerprint across the 
map

Fingerprint: a synthesis of superposed 
sugar moieties and their environment



input
X-ray structures containing furanose and 
pyranose rings

filter
discard models with errors

classify and superpose
by conformational analysis
(Cremer-Pople)

Building a fingerprint

compute maps and generate 
fingerprints

4C1 E5
2,5B



Features

- Detects N- and O-glycosylation trees, ligand sugars…

- Fast enough to be used interactively in Coot

- Parallel implementation

- Reads in maps or observations, similar options to Buccaneer

- Soon to be available in CCP4 7.0
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